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I N T R O D U C t i o n

’’The next normal’’ is the phrase that best expresses

the way we all, people and companies, have adapted

to the world in a full-blown medical, economic and

trust crisis, due to the new coronavirus.  Confused at

first, we have tried to understand, react and learn fast.

Now we are adapting.

 

Adaptation is precisely the point in the survey
series  ’’The Next Normal ... loading’’, which we will

conduct in the next months. The present report  is the

result of the pilot-episode of this series, which

managed to gain the attention of  309 respondent
companies from all over the country. 
309 online forms completed in just 4 days! A figure that

speaks for itself, very well expressing the need for a

guiding light, best practices, the need for relevant and

current information on those ''pain points'' that any

business has - even more so in the next normal.

 

We hope that the present report satisfies this thirst for

information, that it helps you overcome the current

crisis (or at least make it bearable) and identify

appropriate solutions that fit the reality of your

organisation.

The current report comprises the following chapters:

 

A. THE BUSINESS IMPACT OF THE HEALTH AND

ECONOMIC CRISIS

B. JOBS PROTECTION POLICY

C. THE IMPACT OF WORK-FROM-HOME

D. HEALTH PROTECTION MEASURES

E. COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS POLICY

 

The next surveys will be conducted on a monthly
basis, which is how the participants to the current

edition have chosen. 

 

We thank all of those who have contributed with ideas

to the first questionnaire in this survey series. If your

suggestions were not reflected in the questions of the

online survey, be sure that they will be in the next.

 

Let's keep in touch and hear each other again in a

month. Meanwhile, #staysafe and enjoy reading this

report!

 

 

AIMS Insights Team
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under 100 employees

100 ... 500 employees

501 ... 1000 employees

1001 ... 3000 employees

over 3000 employees

WESTERN REGION

40%

25%

21%

4%

10%

SOUTHERN REGION

NORTHERN REGION

CENTRAL REGION

EASTERN REGION

benchmark -

participant companies 

TOTAL = 309 COMPANies from the entire country

WESTERN REGION: Timiș, Arad, Caraș-Severin

SOUTHERN REGION: Bucharest, Prahova, Argeș, Dolj, Ilfov (without Bucharest), Giurgiu,
Dâmbovița, Ialomița, Olt, Teleorman, Tulcea

NORTHERN REGION: Cluj, Bihor, Maramureș,  Satu Mare, Sălaj

CENTRAL REGION: Brașov, Mureș, Sibiu, Alba

EASTERN REGION: Iași, Neamț, Vrancea

% participants / industry

Non-automotive production (FMCG, electrics and electronics, pharmaceuticals, wood and furniture, plastics, construction materials, metal
processing, textiles, other goods)

Research & development (IT / software development)

Automotive production

Outsourcing (BPO, Shared Services)

Sales / dealerships

Other industries (banks, insurance, construction, medical services, telecommunication, others)

Professional services (financial, design, human resources, real estate, marketing, public relations, advertising etc.)

Distribution, transports, logistics

HORECA, tourism

Retail

Most of them multinationals, but also Romanian entrepreneurial companies
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Profoundly negative

Significantly negative

Average negative

Quite low negative impact

I don't know

VS.

Positive impact, we grew in this crisis

A. THE BUSINESS IMPACT

OF THE HEALTH AND

ECONOMIC CRISIS

Automotive production companies  and  HORECA  industry have felt
the impact of the crisis most strongly - 78%, respectively 90% of the
companies from these two industries have reported a profoundly
negative and a significantly negative impact on their business. 
72% of automotive production companies reported a drop in sales of
over 50%, and for HORECA 80% of participants reported sales
decrease with over 70%.

only 19% of these
companies report a drop

in sales of over 50%.

What  was  the  impact  of  the  current  health  and

economic  crisis  on  your  organisation?
How  have  the  orders/sales/projects  of  the  local

organisation  been  affected  so  far?

72% of these companies
report a drop in sales of

over 50%

automotive

production

non-automotive

production*

*Non-automotive production  refers to companies from: FMCG, electrics and
electronics, pharmaceuticals, wood and furniture, plastics, construction

materials, metal processing, textiles, other goods.

There are also companies which seem unaffected by this crisis. For
example, distribution companies  (18%) and sales / dealerships (14%)
reported a positive impact of the crisis on their business.
In research & development (IT / software development), 54% of the
participants maintained projects and sales in the estimated figures,
this industry being the least affected by sales decreases - only 4% of
these companies reported a drop in sales of over 50%.
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26%

25%

25%

9%

1%

14%

Decreased considerably (by over 70% of the
estimated volume)
Decreased significantly (by 50% -70% of the
estimated volume)

Decreased somewhat (between 30% -50% of the
estimated volume)

16%

13%

31%

25%
5%

2%

4%

4%

Increased by over 30%

Remained in the estimated volume

Increased by up to 30%

I don't know

Others



To keep the losses at a level that allows us to continue our activity in Romania

To stay within break-even

To hold out until the end of 2020 without firing personnel

To exist on the market until we consume all the financial resources we have at our disposal

To obtain a profit close to the estimated one for 2020

Others

I don't know

We have partially/totally entered technical unemployment 

We have postponed investments now considered non-essential for the core business

We have applied for help from the Government for employees in technical unemployment
We have reduced salary costs by various methods (freezing/decrease of basic salaries,
bonuses and/or other benefits, decrease of working hours, unpaid leave etc.)

We have reduced costs with suppliers (e.g. renegotiated contracts, subscriptions, services etc.)

We have closed/frozen contracts with service providers that do not have a direct
impact on operations

We have renegotiated contracts for renting work spaces (offices, commercial spaces, warehouses etc.)

We have postponed payments of state taxes 

We have developed new sales channels or turned to new customers

We have resorted to staff layoffs

We have reduced raw material costs

We have deferred the payment of bank loan installments

Others

71%
of participant companies have
taken cost-cutting measures

For 40-45% of companies from research & development (IT /
software development), distribution and other industries there was
no reason to resort to cost-cutting in the first 2 months of the crisis.

What  cost-cutting  measures  have  you  taken  so  far?

Non-automotive  companies entered technical
unemployment totally/partially and filed for governmental aid
in a percentage of approximately 40%, compared to almost
double (around 80%) in the case of automotive production.

Reducing salary costs was applied mostly by  automotive
production, HORECA, professional services and outsourcing
companies.

In research & development (IT / software development), the
most frequent cost-cutting measures were postponing non-
essential investments and renegotiating contracts with
service suppliers and workspace renting suppliers.

In outsourcing, the most frequent cost-cutting measures were
reducing salary costs, filing for technical unemployment,
reducing costs with suppliers and postponing non-essential
investments.

What  were  the  main  reasons  you  have  taken  the  respective  cost  reduction  measures?

41% of outsourcing companies hope to stay within break-even,
while 57% of automotive multinationals have reduced costs to
ensure a level that allows them to continue their activity in
Romania.

40% of HORECA respondents hope to hold out until the end of
2020 without firing personnel. 
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The cost pressure will continue to represent a challenge for most companies from retail (90%), automotive production  (85%), HORECA
(70%). Collective layoffs are a possible risk, as well, for 47% of automotive production companies, although in the first 2 months this was
not a frequent cost-cutting measure. 
The risk of infection with COVID-19  is strongly felt in distribution  (73% of companies), outsourcing (66%) and  automotive
production (65%). 
In research & development (IT / software development)  and  outsourcing, two major challenges are related to how teamwork was
affected and the stress generated by how long the crisis period will last. For research & development another challenge was the stress
of employees affected by the closure of schools and kindergartens (49%).

Not applicable

Lack of orders/projects or their drastic decrease

Company decision made globally

Raw material supply blockage

Others

Employees tested positive for COVID-19 and location closed to sanitize and/or limit infection spread

I don't know

If  you  have/have  had  your  activity  totally  or  partially  suspended ,  for  what  reasons  did  it  occur?

If in  automotive production  90%  reported having their activity partially or totally suspended for  lack of orders, in  research &
development (IT / software development)  the drop in orders/projects was felt only by 14,47% of participants. Including in software
development for automotive, the decrease in projects was not applicable in the first 2 months of the crisis, but there is some concern in
this respect for  the coming months.

The  biggest  challenges  your  organisation  will  face  in  the  next  month
Reduced company revenue and, consequently,
cost pressure

The stress generated by the uncertainty of the duration of the
crisis period 

Implementation/compliance with measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19

Risk of infection with COVID-19 and spread within the organisation

Decreased employee morale and impaired teamwork

Decreased productivity due to anti-COVID-19 protection measures

Potential collective layoffs

The stress of employees affected by the closure of schools and kindergartens

Decreased productivity for employees working from home

Difficulties in attracting candidates for available positions due to candidates' reluctance to change jobs

Ensuring information security in the conditions of working from home

Products or services that have become irrelevant, have no buyers 

Possibility of bankruptcy

Others 

I don't know 
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B. JOBS PROTECTION

POLICY

had personnel in technical
unemployment in March/April 202048%

46% of companies have filed for technical unemployment for over
70% of their employees (between 70% and 100% of employees).
72% of companies had between 10-30 days of technical
unemployment. 
The most frequent number of days of technical unemployment
was 20 days  - 22 companies (15%).

In the following AIMS surveys, we will investigate in detail this chapter on the policy applied by companies with regard to jobs
protection measures. We will address issues such as unemployment, reduced working hours or possible dismissals, but we will also
have questions about the recruitment market, the reactions of candidates, staff turnover, absenteeism.

FROM  THE  COMPANIES  REPORTING  TECHNICAL

UNEMPLOYMENT  IN  MARCH /APRIL

AVERAGE % OF 

EMPLOYEES IN TECHNICAL

UNEMPLOYMENT

AVERAGE  NO .  OF

DAYS  OF  TECHNICAL

UNEMPLOYMENT

HORECA, tourism

Automotive production

Retail

Sales / dealerships

Professional services

Non-automotive production

Other industries

Outsourcing (BPO, Shared Services)

Distribution, transport, logistics

Research & development (IT/software development)

76%

72%

70%

49%

48%

45%

41%

30%

29%

24%

35

16

23

19

27

20

33

17

14

13
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C. THE IMPACT OF WORK-

FROM-HOME

had employees who worked
from home in March/April 2020

will keep the work-from-home
option for some employees,

even after the emergency state
has been lifted

THE BIGGEST

BUSINESS-

RELATED

CHALLENGE

Ensuring IT /
telecommunications
infrastructure for the
proper functioning of WFH

THE BIGGEST

MANAGEMENT-

RELATED

CHALLENGE

Adapting personal
leadership style to the

reality of coordinating a
virtual team

THE BIGGEST

EMPLOYEE-

RELATED

CHALLENGE

Proper organisation of
daily time, to take into
account both job and
family demands

CHALLENGES OF WORK-FROM-HOME (WFH)

36%

50%

56%

92%

77%

30% of companies from production, HORECA, retail and sales /
dealerships will no longer allow or do not yet know if WFH will still be
allowed after the state of emergency is lifted.
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Proper organisation of daily time, to take into account
both job and family demands

Efficient management of interruptions in productive activity due to
causes beyond their control (technical/infrastructure issues, children,
medical alerts etc.)
Diminishing feeling of attachment to the organisation

Communication difficulties and lack of alignment due to sporadic contact with teammates

Managing potential dramatic family situations due to the medical or economic context

Development of new technical skills to continue working from home

Employees managing their own fears

Employees managing their tendency to prolong the solving of certain work tasks

No EMPLOYEE-related challenges

M
A

N
A

G
E

M
E

N
T

Adapting personal leadership style to the reality of coordinating a
virtual team

Identifying new ways to maintain team morale in conditions of long
isolation

Identifying and applying new ways of team collaboration, to achieve
expected results

Giving extra time to meet the diverse needs of team members (some are happy to work
from home, others are unhappy)

Development/acquisition of new tools/ideas for monitoring employee productivity

No MANAGEMENT-related challenges

Others

B
U

S
IN

E
S

S

Ensuring IT/telecommunications infrastructure for the proper functioning of WFH

Availability of laptops offered by the company for all employees eligible for WFH

No BUSINESS-related challenges

Supplementing IT security measures for WFH

Installing/purchasing new platforms for online communication

Updating the GDPR policy on handling customer/employee data

Installation/purchase of additional hardware devices for online communication/activity

Others

CHALLENGES OF WORK-FROM-HOME (WFH)
E

M
P

L
O

Y
E

E
S

did not report any 
BUSINESS-related challenge of WFH

did not report any MANAGEMENT-
related challenge of WFH

did not report any EMPLOYEE-
related challenge of WFH

31% 12% 8%

60-70% of companies from  research & development (IT/software development), outsourcing  and  professional services  have faced difficulties regarding team
morale and adjustment of leadership style to remote teams to a higher degree than other companies.

In  research & development (IT/software development)  and  outsourcing, the most frequent challenges were the diminishing employee attachment to the
organisation (54%), as well as the proper organisation of working time, while juggling multiple family-job priorities (79% outsourcing, 65% research & development).
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D. HEALTH PROTECTION

MEASURES

Have  you  implemented  health  protection  measures  for

MAY  2020?

Yes

They are in course of
implementation
We have implemented some
measures, but we will add others

No, because we will continue
to work from home in May,
even if the state of emergency
is lifted

No, because we will be in
technical unemployment in
May, even if the state of
emergency will be lifted

Production companies  have already implemented
employee protection measures - over 67%, while in other
industries these measures are in the course of
implementation.

Between 20-30% of research & development (IT / software
development), outsourcing  and  professional
services  companies will work from home in May, as well,
after the state of emergency is lifted.

The next graphs represent the processing of answers from
those companies which answered the question above
affirmatively (the first 3 options).
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T
E

M
P

E
R

A
T

U
R

E

M
E

A
S

U
R

E
M

E
N

T

We measure employees' temperature at least once a day

No measures for body temperature measurement

We have a temperature scanner to test employees upon entering company premises

Employees' temperature is measured when boarding buses / minibuses that transport them to work

Others

Companies which chose "Others" option mentioned that the temperature measurement is done randomly or by request, or that
they will ask employees to take their own temperature before coming to work. 

PROTECTION MEASURES (DETAILS)
E

M
P

L
O

Y
E

E
 T

R
A

N
S

P
O

R
T

A
T

IO
N

In the "Others" section several companies mentioned that they encouraged employees to use their own personal cars (some going
as far as offering a cash refund for fuel or free parking) or a taxi service, as opposed to public transportation. Other companies have
introduced for the first time their own buses/minibuses, in order to be able to control disinfection operations. Two companies with
HQ in office buildings reported that only employees who own a personal car will come in the office.

No measures regarding employee transportation

The number of employees who can board the bus / minibus for transportation to and from work has
been limited
The number of buses for transporting employees to and from work has increased

In the bus/minibus employees must sit one by one on the bench and diagonally to the front seat

The bus schedule was changed to ensure that the maximum number of employees per bus is met

The number of people who can get on an elevator at the same time in office buildings has been limited

Others

The “pool car” benefit has been temporarily waived, employees can no longer come/leave from work together in
the same company car

D
IS

IN
F

E
C

T
IO

N

In the "Others" section several companies, especially from production, reported having blocked the doors in the OPEN position, so
that there's no need to touch the doorknobs. Moreover, they mentioned the purchase of UV lamps for workplace disinfection.

Dispensers with hand sanitizers have been placed in certain locations inside
the company (e.g. bathrooms, canteen/eating areas, relaxation areas, certain

hallways etc.)

Disinfectants were purchased and are used by cleaning staff at least 3 times a day

Dispensers with hand sanitizers have been installed next to each entrance door to
a room/enclosure

There are mats impregnated with disinfectants for shoe disinfection at
the door/gate of the company

A contract has been signed with a company specialised in disinfection, which disinfects at
least 3 times a day all contact surfaces

Others

Automatic doors have been installed, which no longer need to be touched

No disinfection measures
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 D
IS

T
A

N
C

IN
G

Only the wearing of protective masks is mandatory in our company

Each employee who comes to work receives 1 protective mask per day

Wearing masks and protective gloves is mandatory for all our employees throughout working hours

Wearing masks and protective gloves is mandatory only for certain employees, for example those in
spaces where a large number of people work (production shopfloor, open-space offices, warehouse)

Each employee who comes to work receives 2 protective masks per day

We use separate circuits for entering/exiting the company

Employees in certain sectors received visors

We have a doctor present in the company throughout working hours

No medical protection measures

Others

Employees have been informed that they must respect the distance of
at least 1.5 meters in any situation where they come into contact with
each other

The number of people who can be in the relaxation areas at the same
time has been restricted

Where possible to work from home, the return to work will be by rotation

Office workplaces have been reallocated and meeting room rules have
been changed so that there is at least one vacancy between two
employees on the same side of the table

Where possible, markings were made on the floor to demarcate the allowed
distance between 2 people

The layout of the canteen has been changed to allow the meal to be served
individually or by respecting 1.5 meters distance at a common table

The start times of the shifts have been modified, in order to avoid 2 consecutive shifts meeting

The start of working schedule has been modified, in order to avoid congestion in public
transport or elevators, or at the doors / entrance gates to the company

Separators have been installed between certain workstations

The canteen was closed/the catering company contract was closed

The layout in the production hall, warehouse or office space has been changed to increase the distance between
2 workstations

Work-from-home is maintained for all employees throughout the health crisis

Others

No social distancing measures
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E. COMPENSATION AND

BENEFITS POLICY

What  have  been  the  decisions  made  so  far  regarding  the  base  salary  in  your  company?

Base salaries were frozen at pre-crisis levels, although there was an approved budget for salary
increases

The salary increases applied to the base salary were made according to the approved budget

The company compensated the maximum limit borne by the state for technical
unemployment, up to 75% of the employee's salary

Due to technical unemployment, employees' salaries have decreased

Others

Base salary was reduced in proportion to working time (applied pro-rata)

Employees agreed to reduced base salaries to avoid layoffs

An average decrease percentage of 21%  was calculated for
those companies "cutting" employees' base salaries, as
compared with February.

In the case of employees whose salaries were reduced due to
technical unemployment, it was calculated that they received
on average 75% of gross base salary. 

Most companies choosing the "Others" option mentioned that they did not operate any changes to the employees' base salary.

In the following AIMS surveys, we will investigate in detail how companies' compensation and benefits policy has been affected by
global anti-COVID-19 measures. We will detail whether decisions have been made on base salaries (decreases, increases, freezes),
bonuses (what has been dropped or added, for example in the area of medical benefits) or other changes to the benefit packages
and we will ask for concrete figures from the companies participating in the survey.
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PEOPLE  & LEADERSHIP  DEVELOPMENT

Assessment and development centres

360 degree feedback assessments

Training (soft skills & HR)

Solution-focused coaching
Career counselling

Design Sprint Master certification programme

ORGANIZATIONAL  & HR  DEVELOPMENT

Pay market surveys (manufacturing, software

development, outsourcing) – AIMS SalaryMap
Compensation and benefits consulting

Market research projects (e.g. pulse surveys, labour

market analyses, employer branding & talent

management surveys, employee opinion &

engagement surveys etc.)

Employer brand assessment (audit and consulting)

Recruitment marketing and communication

consulting

Design and implementation of HR management

systems

HR audits

Organisational/team culture diagnoses and change

projects

Fast innovation through Design Sprint

RECRUITMENT  & SELECTION

Executive search

Talent mapping

A I M S  R O MAN IA

 

As one of the pioneers in executive search and HR consulting

in Romania, with more than 28 years of experience on the

local market and a history of doing things differently, of

innovation and experimentation, you can rely on us for  a

solution-focused, agile and customised approach  to any

of your challenges in the areas of:

FACEBOOK

@AIMSRO

LINKEDIN

AIMS International
Romania

We are preoccupied with organisational wellbeing and you

can find us helping businesses and individuals to flourish, as

well as create together ’’the organisation of the future’’:
human-centered, constructive, emotionally intelligent,

flexible, transparent, innovative, productive, engaging and

collaborative.
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LIKE  & FOLLOW

https://www.facebook.com/AIMSRO
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aims-romania

